
 

PARENT FORM FOR WORKING SWIM AND DIVE MEETS 

 

PARENT’S Name: _______________________________________EMAIL (req’d):    ______________________________ 

 

CHILD(REN)’S Name(s):  ____________________________________________PHONE  __________________________ 

 

I prefer to work the jobs checked below.  I realize I may not be assigned my preferred job due to scheduling difficulties.   

Every effort will be made to assign preferred jobs.  All job assignments are for the entire meet.      

 

Please list dates when you are NOT available ___________________________________________________________. 
(Every effort will be made to accommodate your vacation schedule.  However, if you have been assigned to work on a day when you are out-of-town, you 
will need to switch with someone.) Remember all meets are on Wednesday beginning June 4, 2008. 

 

There are a number of jobs listed below.  Indicate your first choice by marking it 1, your second choice, 2, and your third 

choice, 3.  Please note that some of the jobs require you to attend training sessions.  You will be notified of those sessions 

when we receive the information from conference.  We will do our best to try to assign job by preferences.  Please note –  

s (swim) and d (dive) denote work responsibilities for each event. 

 
___Diving Referee & Announcer*  (d) 
Reviews sheets before the meet, checks to see required dives are included, checks DDs, establishes order of diving, announces dive by number and description, calls balks, 

settles disputes.  Needs to be familiar with Conference Diving Rules.               

                                                                                                                                                           

  
___Diving Judge*  (d)      ____Diving Table Worker  (d) 
Must attend conference certification meeting and judge minimum of   Will work with a team in one of the following tasks: writing down 

three meets.       scores, figuring DD’s, adding scores, determining place &   

        organizing ribbons. 

 

___Stroke & Turn Judge* (MUST attend Judging workshop if not USS Certified)  (s) 
Judge swimmers’ strokes and turns for legality.  Will disqualify swimmers not complying with Conference standards.  Must attend training session that teaches correct 

elements of each stroke and turn. 

 

 

___Scorekeeper  (s)     ___Timer/Recorder  (s)     
Keeps running record of teams’ times, places and points.  Uses stopwatch to time swimmer in a specific    

       lane.  Recorder records time along with other information.  

 

___Place Judge (Ribbons)   (s)   ___Finish Judge*  (s)    ____ Concessions  

(s/d)    
Responsible for determining a place (i.e. 1st, 2nd, ...6th)  Determines the place of all swimmers   Works candy/drink 

concession   

finish in each race.  Hands ribbon to corresponding swimmer in each heat. 

 

 

___Age Group Parent  (s)      ___ Runner  (s) 
(Indicate age group and sex preferred)    Takes recorders’ information 

Responsible for getting all children in a specific age group to   from a heat & runs it to the 

each event.  There will be a least 2 AGP per meet.    scorekeepers’ table. 
  

 

 

*Some experience required   ____ I DECLINE TO WORK 3 MEETS ($150 per sport)  

 

      

        _______ _____________________________________ 

        SIGNATURE                                                   DATE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


